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Fingers Of Love
Crowded House

This is working over someone elses chords for the song as well as how i have
been 
it out...just making it easier to read for the peoples. Chords are Relative to
the Capo....a 
For quick easy learning
----
Capo on the 3rd Fret

Em       022000
Dsus2/B  x20230
D/B      x20232
G        320003
D        xx0232
A7       x02020
A7SUS2   x02000
Cadd9    x32030
Em7      022030
A7sus4   x02233
A11      x02433
Asus4    x0223x
A        x0222x
Em6      022020
Bm4      x20230 (yes i know this looks the same as another chord...it pretty
much is-its 
a litte funny context that makes it a little diffrent)

Intro: Em  Bm4,Em  Bm4
  Em
  Can you imagine that
     Bm4,
  An itch to sensitive to scratch
      Em
  The light that falls through the cracks
     D/B
  An insect to delicate to catch
    G
  I hear the endless murmur
        D                                  A7      A7SUS2
  Every blade of grass that shivers in the breeze
          G
  And the sound it comes to carry me
   D                           A7   A7SUS2
  Across the land and over the sea
                    Cadd9
  And I can t look up
  D                      Em  Em7



  Fingers Of love move down
                    Cadd9
  And I can t look back
  D                     A7sus4
  Fingers of love move down
  Colour is its own reward
  Colour is its own reward
  The chiming of a perfect chord
  Let s go jumping overboard
  Into waves of joy and clarity
  Your hands come out to rescue me
  And I m playing in the shallow water
  Laughing while the mad dog sleeps
  And I can t look up
  Fingers of love move down
  And I won t be helped
  D                    A11      A7sus4
  Fingers of love move everywhere
A7    Em7           Cadd9
  And there is time yet
     D
  To fall by the way
            Asus4
  From the cradle to the grave
           A
  From the palace to the gutter
    Asus4
  Beneath the dying rays of the sun
A
  Lie the fingers of love
(guitar solo over verse chords)
  Into waves of joy and clarity
  A fallen angel walked on the sea
  And I m playing in the shallow water
  Laughing while the mad dog sleeps
  And I can t look up
  Fingers of love move down
  And I won t be helped
  D                    A11      A7sus4
  Fingers of love move everywhere
A7 Em7          Cadd9
  There is time yet
D                    Em
  For you to find me
               Cadd9
  And all at once
  D                       Em7   Em6
  Fingers of love move down
Em7  Bm4 (repeat ad lib. to fade)


